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There is meant to be nothing, really nothing, magical or mystical
about this month’s Freewheelin cover. There are no signs of
hobgoblins, muggles or boy wizards. Just a picture of Bob Dylan,
hot from the pool, hair dripping under a straw hat, using a tooth
pick to ease a stray piece of chicken from his teeth.

But hold a minute down there. What is just about to fly right over
Dylan’s head? Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s a sister of the
creature that Dylan just had for lunch. Actually it’s probably the
most common image of the 21st century to date for it currently
appears on about 30 million coffee tables world wide. And now it
has landed on the cover of Freewheelin’! I did want the creature to
be sitting down but a mangy dog crossed the street and wandered
right into the scene. He barked a couple of times and the bird just
took flight.

The order of our remix is in the sad departure of Neil Watson from
Freewheelin’ and the arrival of Martin Stein with his assortment of
W’s. Now we have our own boy wizard! And what about Dylan’s lunch?
Well, perhaps he should have sexed it up with some sauce. Ah! But
what’s sauce for the goose…………
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More Summer 2002 European tour reviews to get through this month, beginning with one from
Strasbourg where someone with the initials J.I. told the readers of the Dernieres Nouvelles D’Alsace
that the show had an “excellent sound” and was “very good”. Phew, it’s getting exciting already, isn’t
it? Yves Bigot reviewed the same show for France’s Liberation as a preview of the two Paris shows
and presumably enjoyed it since he witnessed “Dylan vomiting fire when he plays the incandescent
blues from his latest album”. That’s good, then.
Onto Germany, where a briefish review in Bild praised the Frankfurt show, though pointed out that
Dylan’s voice was “hoarse and croaking” during the first four songs. Unlike the UK shows, of
course, where it was hoarse and croaking for the first 20. Friedrich Roeingh of the Wiesbadener
Kurier also enjoyed the show, despite Bob’s “ridiculous cowboy suite” and Giessener Anzeiger’s
Ingo Berghofer reckoned that not one single second of the show was boring and that Dylan’s band
have to know every song from every Dylan album because they never know what he’s going to play
next. Oh, I think they do nowadays, Ingo.
In a lukewarm Stuttgart review for Cannstatter Zeitung, Michael Kallinger stuck his neck out and
dared to suggest that Dylan can’t sing properly whilst Mannheimer Morgen’s Henning Dedekind
was disappointed that he couldn’t recognise many of the songs. Udo Eberl, reviewing for the Sudwest
Presse, enjoyed the show and claimed that “Bob Dylan is still the boss onstage” and Stuttgarter
Zeitung’s Michael Werner was released from his rubber room long enough to declare that, if
anything, Dylan’s voice has improved.
Roland Spiegel of Abendzeitung thoroughly enjoyed the Munich show, calling it “2 ½ hours of
immortality”, though Munchner Merkur ’s Judith Fink, despite enjoying the show, called Dylan an
“oaf, who didn’t make any conversation with the audience”. Reviewing the same show for
Suddeutsche Zeitung, Markus Mayer discovered the “Shakespeare of rock” to be in a good mood, as
did Bernhard Flieher of Austria’s Salzburger Nachrichten, who was pleased to see Dylan destroying
any expectations the audience might still have of him.
The Swiss were pretty pleased with the Zurich show. Blick’s H. Elias Frohlich reckoned it was “pure
magic…a marvellous night” and Aargauer Zeitung ’s Marcel Nusskern insisted that Dylan’s
audience seems to be getting younger every time, just like Dylan himself. (just how far back was
your seat, Mr. Nusskern?) Basler Zeitung ’s Martin Schafer praised the song selection, though
admitted that the show suffered from “a certain solid uniformity” and Philipp Dubach of Der Bund,
whilst singling out High Water as the highlight, concluded that “the compilation of songs is
adventurous and the interpretations are gripping”. Manfred Papst of the Neue Zurcher Zeitung
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didn’t enjoy the acoustic sections, calling Forever Young “especially dreadful” but Rolf Wyss of Der
Landbote did, singling out only Blowin’ In The Wind and Tangled Up In Blue as songs Dylan would
have been better off not playing. Benedetto Vigne of the Tages Anzeiger praised the band as being
the main reason the concert was so great and Vincenzo Capodici, writing for the Zurichsee Zeitung,
found parts of the show reminding him of the Grateful Dead (please, I just ate) and Dylan to be
“mumbling, croaking and singing through his nose” (all at once?!! The man really is a genius!).
A brief review of the Innsbruck show had Austria’s Neues Volksblatt reckoning that Dylan is to rock
what Einstein was to physics whilst Kronenzeitung’s Claudia Thurner revealed that some of the
songs couldn’t be recognised immediately (or at all probably) and that some sections of the audience
started booing. Kurier ’s CH. Tschenett praised the band as “sensationally good” and Peter Plaikner,
reviewing for Tiroler Tageszeitung, praised Mr. Tambourine Man for “lacking in any Byrdssweetness”.
Back to Germany for the Nurnberg show, which Nordbayerische Zeitungn ’s Thomas Heinold
enjoyed, not least because the lighting effects could have come from a David Lynch movie. At the
same show, Abendzeitung ’s Andreas Radlmaier called it “a great moment”, something you might
not assume from the review’s headline, which translates as “The prophet with the whinging tongue”.
Also at Nurnberg, Steffan Radlmaier, for a newspaper whose title I have lost, called it “wonderful”
and considered it compensation for the disaster at the same venue in 1987. Here’s a question for you,
readers. Given the choice, would you rather listen to a 1987 show or a 2002 one? Answers on a
postcard…..
Tasso Diedrich, writing for Bonner Rundschau, gave the Oberhausen concert a so-so review,
reckoning that it was typical of Dylan’s current gigs; no “breathtaking highlights but long, quiet and
unexciting entertainment”. In contrast, Aachener Nachrichten ’s Norbert F Schuldei called it a
brilliant performance, with every song sounding as though it had just been written and Martin Oehlen
of the Kolner Stadt-Anzeiger found it to be “an entertaining, but not outstanding night”.
Westdeutsche Allgemeine ’s Wolfgang Platzeck complained that Dylan didn’t sing many wellknown songs, Westfalenpost ’s Harald Ries says that there were many well-known songs amongst
the newer material because Dylan wants to please his audience. Which proves, I guess, that you buys
yer newspaper and you takes yer choice.
Meanwhile back in the UK, Adrian Deevoy previewed the British shows with an entertaining article
in GO which concentrates on Dylan’s critical rebirth since 1997 and his interview with the man for
Q (when it used to be worth reading) in 1989. The hilarious and quite surreal trials and tribulations
that Deevoy went through to secure the interview, not to mention the even more hilarious and surreal
fax that the Q Office received from Dylan himself ten days after the magazine was published in
which he more or less rewrote the entire article from the standpoint of whatever planet he was
stationed on at the time, is well worth reading. I believe there was article by Deevoy in an issue of
The Telegraph back in the misty mists of time that covered this whole incident quite thoroughly, but
it’s certainly worth a second look here in the more cold and clinical 21st century.
June’s Mojo found Patrick Humphries looking back at the release of the oft-overlooked Empire
Burlesque with a new (to me) 1985 pic of Dylan wearing a hideous 1985 shirt and July’s Folk Roots
featured a review of the Last Waltz 4-CD set by Ian Kearey, calling Dylan “ragged but right” and
correctly concluding ; “…it’s good to hear the old, old songs again, and marvel at how much has
changed in a quarter of a century “. July’s Mojo featured a nice review of the first London Arena
show by Sylvie Simmons, featuring a lovely full-page colour photo of Bob on stage, if not at London,
then somewhere during the UK trek. As with many of the European reviews, she pays particular
attention to whatever it is that Dylan is doing to whatever is left of his voice nowadays; “…Maybe
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it’s his take on the high, lonesome sound. More likely it’s as if the words – their familiarity and
import to so many, many people – are an obstacle he has to surmount to reach his goal. Which
tonight – as for some time now – appears to be playing as part of a band.”
In May Ronan McGreevy interviewed Liam Clancy for The Irish Post and, as to be expected,
Dylan features fairly highly. He was there when Dylan took off at the Newport Folk festival (I
assume he was talking about 1965 but, given that he was helping to film a documentary of the event,
it could be just as easily be 1964 or 65) ; “…I knew that he had something very unique about him,
but I had no idea he would take off like he did. I was filming him onstage that night when he
captured the public’s imagination at the Newport Festival. I was helping to make a documentary. I
was at the end of the camera and the tears were streaming down my cheeks because I was witnessing
a star being born and he was my friend. “ From there we jump to 1992; “… After the Madison Square
Gardens Concert in 1994 (sic) we spent the whole night getting drunk. He seemed to want
desperately to get back to simpler times and not to be looked on as an icon. He was one of the few
people in the entertainment business who sent messages of condolence when Tom and Paddy died.”
An interview with Al Kooper by Harvey Kubernik in the 14/6/02 issue of Goldmine tells us little
that we didn’t already know about the Highway 61, Blonde On Blonde and New Morning sessions.
An article in the 24/6/02 issue of The Daily Telegraph tells us lots that we didn’t know about the
history and filming of the Masked and Anonymous project then but know now. And, as you probably
won’t be reading this until some time in 2003, by which time the movie may well be on general
release (or not, as the case may be), there seems very little point in repeating it all here when I could
be doing something else like watching paint dry or Renaldo And Clara.
Finally, an article in Spain’s El Heraldo de Aragon during June by Mattias Uribe covers both the
recently published Spanish translation of the Sounes biography and the upcoming new album by
Springsteen. Uribe tries to link the two subjects together by claiming that, while Dylan and
Stringbean may be good friends, musically they are worlds apart, with Bruce limping in at best, in
second place. While Springsteen has often imitated Dylan, Uribe insists, it has never happened the
other way around. Which is almost certainly almost true, because didn’t Bob and Petty have him in
mind when they were writing Tweeter And The Monkey Man for the first Wilburies album?
I’ll leave you to ponder that great mystery of life and sign off until next month when I shall return
to the typewriter (yes; I still use a typewriter !) and do it all again.
Take it easy, but take it.

THANKS TO: JENS W, GRAHAM A,
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The best of the web by My Friend Mouse

Chimes of Freedom – A selection of new Dylan ringtones are now available for download from the
ISIS website.
Dylan Wallpaper – Now you can impress your friends at work with a 1964 b/w picture of strummin’
Bob that can be downloaded in 3 screen sizes from the BBC’s Top of the Pops website.
Dylan Dates – Bob will be playing shows with both the Dead and Tom Petty this summer, a full list
is now available from the official bobdylan.com site. They are:

July
12th Winter Park, Colorado Winter Park Ski Resort
13th Casper, Wyoming Events Centre
15th Jackson Hole, Wyoming Snowking Amphitheatre
16th Big Sky, Montana Big Sky Pavilion
17th Salt Lake City, Utah USANA Amphitheatre
19th Lake Tahoe, Nevada Harvey's Outdoor Pavilion
21st Sun Valley, Idaho Sun Valley Outdoor Pavilion
22nd Nampa, Idaho Idaho Centre Amphitheatre with String Cheese Incident
23rd Bend, Oregon Les Schwab Ampitheatre
25th Kelseyville, California Konocti Field Amphitheatre
26th Paso Robles, California Mid State Fair
27th Costa Mesa, California Pacific Ampitheatre
29th Sunrise, Florida Office Depot Centre with The Dead
30th Tampa, Florida St. Pete Times Forum with The Dead
31st Atlanta, Georgia Hi Fi Buys Amphitheatre with The Dead

August
2nd Joliet, Illinois Route 66 Raceway with The Dead
3rd Somerset, Wisconsin Float Rite Amphitheatre with The Dead
5th Noblesville, Indiana Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre with The Dead
6th Columbus, Ohio Polaris Amphitheatre with The Dead
8th Darien Centre, New York Darien Lakes PAC with The Dead
9th Holmdel, New Jersey PNC Bank Arts Centre with Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
10th Holmdel, New Jersey PNC Bank Arts Centre with Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
12th TBA Save the Date
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13th TBA Save the Date
14th TBA Save the Date
17th Wallingford, Connecticut Oakdale Theatre
19th Northampton, Massachusetts Venue TBA
21st Gilford, New Hampshire Meadowbrook Music Arts Center
22nd Syracuse, New York New York State Fair

Next Album – A dedicated “Masked and Anonymous” website (www.sonyclassics.com/masked/)
contains info on the forthcoming film and details of the official “Masked and Anonymous”
soundtrack album, which will go on sale on Tuesday 22nd July. The album will be available as a
standard package and in a limited edition digi-pak. The limited-edition package contains a hybrid
Super Audio CD (SACD) featuring seven tracks from the newly remastered catalogue in standard
audio, super audio and 5.1 surround sound. This special disc is playable on any CD player as well as
on an SACD compatible player. The full track list is:
1. MY BACK PAGES performed by the Magokoro Brothers
2. GOTTA SERVE SOMEBODY performed by Shirley Caesar
3. DOWN IN THE FLOOD (new version) performed by Bob Dylan
4. IT'S ALL OVER NOW, BABY BLUE performed by the Grateful Dead
5. MOST OF THE TIME performed by Sophie Zelmani
6. ON A NIGHT LIKE THIS performed by Los Lobos
7. DIAMOND JOE performed by Bob Dylan
8. Come Una Pietra Scalciata (LIKE A ROLLING STONE) performed by Articolo 31
9. ONE MORE CUP OF COFFEE performed by Sertab
10. NON DIRLE CHE NON E COSI (If You See Her, Say Hello) performed by Francesco De
Gregori
11. DIXIE performed by Bob Dylan
12. SENOR (TALES OF YANKEE POWER) performed by Jerry Garcia
13. COLD IRONS BOUND (new version) performed by Bob Dylan
Bonus Track
14. CITY OF GOLD performed by the Dixie Hummingbirds
All songs, words and music by Bob Dylan except Diamond Joe and Dixie; traditional, arranged by
Bob Dylan and Like A Rolling Stone written by Bob Dylan/Vito Perrini/Allesandro Aleotti
Bonus disc track listing:
1. ALL I REALLY WANT TO DO from the upcoming The Bootleg Series Vol. #6, Bob
Dylan Live 1964, The Philharmonic Hall Concert (previously unreleased)
2. LOVE MINUS ZERO/NO LIMIT from Bringing It All Back Home
3. STUCK INSIDE OF MOBILE WITH THE MEMPHIS BLUES AGAIN from Blonde on
Blonde
4. TANGLED UP IN BLUE from Blood on the Tracks
5. GOTTA SERVE SOMEBODY from Slow Train Coming
6. MOONLIGHT from "Love and Theft"
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7.

COLD IRONS BOUND bonus track from the soundtrack Masked And Anonymous (Special
SACD hybrid disc recording).

Dylan is Pants shock - New ranges of designer jeans named after rock and
roll icons include a pair named after our hero (See picture).

Accompanied by Drew Barrymore, centre, and Lucy Liu, right,
Cameron Diaz sports a new pair of jeans inspired by rocker
Bob Dylan at the Nickelodeon Kids' Choice Awards in April.

DVD Down-under - Live Australia DVD. The Hard to Handle HBO broadcast is available as a
Portuguese DVD import from Amazon.com. “Concert for Bangla Desh” is also available in the same
format.
Lyrics 1965 – i Tunes Music Store is showing Desolation Row as having explicit lyrics! My two
guesses are “everybody’s making love” or else “expecting rain”.
Here Comes The Story - Steve Hoffman has written a short article on how Dylan recorded
Hurricane.
Sometimes I’m In The Mood - A couple of American academics have discovered that the music you
listen to apparently shows your personality type. Those of us who choose Dylan are positive,
creative but probably not good at sports.
Complete Unknown is an irregular, irreverent 94-minute documentary by Griffin Ondaatje and
Craig Proctor. Made over three years, the film follows the dynamic duo as they try to gain an
audience with Dylan. I guess you can guess the rest.

Yonder Comes Sin – Professor Christopher Rick’s new book Dylan’s Visions of Sin will be available
in late September 2003
www.bu.edu/core/deideis/issue3/dylan.htm

He’s very well read, it’s well known – a right old broo-ha-ha has erupted over Dylan’s apparent use
of Junichi Saga’s obscure 1991 book Confessions of a Yakuza
within “Love and Theft”. Chris Johnson made the discovery and an extensive list of text links can be
found at www.dylanchords.com/41_lat/textual_sources.htm.
Examples from the book include:
• My old man would sit there like a feudal lord
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•
•
•
•

If it bothers you so much, she’d say, “Why don’t you just shove off”
I’m not as cool or forgiving as I might have sounded
I don’t know how it looked to other people, but I never even slept with her – not once
My mother…was the daughter of a wealthy farmer…died when I was 11…my father was a
travelling salesman…I never met him. [My uncle] was a nice man, I wont forget him

Anyhow Saga is quite flattered by Dylan seemingly copy copying from his book (which has
subsequently shot up the Amazon best-selling list) and won’t be suing. An excellent take on
Dylan as plagiarist by Luke Thorn can be found at www.opinionjournal.com/la/?id=110003751

Alias anything you please – more info on the up-coming Masked & Anonymous film (including US
theatre showings) can be found at
http://potrev.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/Masked_Anonymous/masked_top.htm . A wealth of information
e.g. ‘Films which inspired M&A’, ‘Allusions, References, Interesting Theories…’ and ‘M&A Great
Quotes interesting social commentaries’ etc. is available from the M&A Discussion Board at
http://peterstonebrown.com/Forum/messages/14/14.html?1056936328. A sympathetic review of the
film by Poet Laureate Andrew Motion can be found at
www.expectingrain.com/dok/div/maskedandanonymous.html.

I’m just a song and dance man – the Bob Dylan musical production Forever Young: The Music of
Bob Dylan was performed at London’s Royal National Theatre from 16 – 22 July. The complete
song list (which would be a dream set list!) is:
Act I
The Times They Are A-Changin’
Bob Dylan’s Dream
I Want You
All I Really Want To Do
Just Like A Woman
It Ain’t Me, Babe
Like A Rolling Stone
Mr. Tambourine Man
You’re A Big Girl Now
It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue
Positively 4th Street
Ring Them Bells
Knockin’ On Heaven’s Door

Act II
Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here With You
Talkin’ World War II Blues
Lay, Lady, Lay
Boots Of Spanish Leather
Simple Twist Of Fate
If Not For You
Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right
A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall
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Masters Of War
I Shall Be Released
Gotta Serve Somebody
Chimes Of Freedom
Blowin’ In The Wind
My Back Pages
Forever Young
Now try and work a plot out of that lot!
Play it again sham – Dan Friedman’s play Boy From the North Country was performed at the
Marshall Performing Arts Centre on the University of Minnesota-Duluth campus on 18 - 19 July.
The play is a fictional, fun and entertaining musical account of Bob Dylan’s formative years in
Minnesota and Greenwich Village.
Complete set lists from Dylan’s current tour can be found at
http://my.execpc.com/~billp61/dates.html#0716
Can you cook and sow? – a recipe, reported to be from Beatty Zimmerman, for Banana Chocolate
Chip Loaf Bread (dated 7th July 1999) has been posted on www.freep.com/fun/food/qdylrec7.htm
Site for sore eyes - a new (to me) Dylan site The Bob Dylan Starting Point has appeared at
www.sconeveld.com/bd/. It carries extensive information on books and CDs along with useful links
to other Dylan sites.

By Martin Stein
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Renaldo and Clara

Or:
When I Paint My Masterpiece
Part 1
The Introduction
By Chris Cooper
It’s a strange path that brings me to this really.
In my pursuit of videos digital I have spent much time wresting with Renaldo and Clara recently.
This has basically involved a lot of close study time, more than I have given the film before. I have
been surprised to find myself feeling more and more at home with this video, and as I have watched
in a more at ease manner I found the film making more and more sense to me. I started to see links
that I had not noticed before. Now, please forgive me if what follows does not make you feel any
differently about this marathon effort. What to my jaundiced eye seems interesting and new is
probably old hat to you seasoned veterans.
There has been Freewheeler interest in this before when Patrick Webster produced a scene by scene
breakdown. I hereby acknowledge that and shamelessly confess that I have used his format on which
to build my own assessment of the masterpiece. Yes that’s what I see this as.
Now you cannot review a 4 hour film in 3 pages so I will borrow from another of our group and
spread this piece over a few issues. Mine will not be endlessly rambling or breathlessly exhaustive
either, so hopefully we will all arrive at the finish together. Now where to begin?
How about at the start. Is Renaldo and Clara a “road movie” like Don’t Look Back or Eat The
Document ? Hardly, both Dylan’s previous films had been produced by other minds, specifically
D.A. Pennebaker , but Renaldo and Clara (R&C), is much more than that. We have all those scenes,
in fact there is more time dedicated to movie scenes than tour footage. I can hear you saying that
there is more incidental footage in Eat the Document than concert footage also. But, obviously Dylan
had many other things in mind than simply following D.A. Pennebaker’s path. In Eat the Document
the non-concert footage is simply that, scenes of Dylan and the entourage as they traveled around
Europe. In R & C the scenes become not simply links with the concert footage, but often foot notes
too the material, and I believe in many cases to Dylan’s own feelings on what the songs are about. As
well as fascinating glimpses into his psyche, and looks at many of the usual questions that had
haunted him for the past 15 years.
In the next part of this marathon we will look at some influences on the film make up. As well as
beginning a scene by scene breakdown of the film. For this part, I thought we would concentrate on
the people in the play.
The “Cast” of Renaldo & Clara is a combination of the people on the tour, and the people the touring
group met. At times some are ‘acting’ and at times they are themselves. On a few occasions there is
crossover in a scene. More on that later! But let’s see who the main characters are (1)
Cast: Bob DYLAN - Renaldo
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Sara DYLAN
Joan BAEZ
Ronnie HAWKINS
Ronee BLAKLEY
Jack ELLIOTT
Harry Dean STANTON
Bob NEUWIRTH
Mel HOWARD
Allen GINSBERG
David MANSFIELD
Jack BARAN
Helena KALLIANIOTES
Rubin "Hurricane" CARTER
Scarlet RIVERA
Mama Maria FRASCA
MAD BEAR
Roger McGUINN
David BLUE
Joni MITCHELL
Rob STONER
Ruth TYRANGIEL
Steven SOLES
Mick RONSON
Anne WALDMAN
Denise MERCEDES
Linda THOMASES
T-Bone BURNETT
Sheila SHOTTON
Kevin CROSSLEY
Larry SLOMAN
Hal FRAZIER
M. WILL
Sam SHEPARD
Howie WYETH
Luther RIX
Andre Bernard TREMBLAY
Dominic PAULO
Arlo GUTHRIE
Roberta FLACK
Claudia CARR

- Clara
- the woman in white
- Bob Dylan
- Mrs. Dylan
- Longheno de Castro
- Lafkezio
- the Masked Tortilla
- Ungatz
- the father
- the son
- the truckdriver
- herself
- himself
- himself
- herself
- himself
- himself
- himself
- herself
- himself
- girl friend
- Ramon
- security guard
- sister of mercy
- sister of mercy
- sister of mercy
- the inner voice
- CBC lady
- piano player
- newspaper man
- singer
- MC
- Rodeo
- the drummer
- the drummer
- Maurice
- the realist
- mandolin player
- guest artist
- dancer

Credits: Bob DYLAN - Director
Mel HOWARD
Jack BARAN
AHERN. Michael
Herb ROBINSON
Greg RAMSAY
Jacques LEVY
Bob DYLAN
Sam SHEPARD
David MYERS
Paul GOLDSMITH
Howard ALK
Michael LEVINE
Patrick CULLIE
Paul CLEMENTS
Bob SEE
Kirk WILLIAMSON

- Associate Producer
- Production Manager
- Production Manager
- Production Manager
- Production Assistant
- Associate Director
- Scriptwriter
- Dialogue
- Photography
- Photography
- Photography
- Additional Photography
- Lighting
- Lighting
- Lighting
- Lighting
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Osvaldo ZORNIZER
ZORNIZER, Osvaldo
Bob DYLAN
Howard ALK
Ronee BLAKLEY
Jack ELLIOTT
Bob NEUWIRTH
Mick RONSON
Roger McGUINN
Rob STONER
David MANSFIELD
T-Bone BURNETT
Scarlet RIVERA
Howie WYETH
Luther RIX
Linda THOMASES
THOMASES, Linda
Steve GAGNE
Greg MALLOZI
Arthur ROSATO
Bruce NYZNIK
Peter THILLAYE
Gary BOURGEOIS
L.A. JOHNSON
Petur HLIDDAL
Arthur PIANTADOSI
Les FRESHOLTZ
Michael MINKLER

- Stills Photography
- Stills Photography
- Editor
- Editor
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Music Performer on Soundtrack
- Costumes
- Titles
- Sound
- Sound
- Sound
- Sound Editor
- Sound Editor
- Sound Recording
- Sound Recording
- Sound Recording
- Sound Re-recording
- Sound Re-recording
- Sound Re-recording

Wow. Quite a list? Curiously the same source tells me that the running Time was: 245 Film Length: 21140
ft or 6447 mtrs. Colour System: Metrocolor Sound System. Personally I have never seen a version of this
film that actually runs over 4 hours. It’s usually about 10 minutes short of the four hours in fact.
The film was Released in 1977 and the Production Company: Lombard Street Films Country in the USA
About the film they said it was
…”A record of a tour in 1975/6 by Bob Dylan and various folk and rock musicians, including Joan Baez,
Ronee Blakley, Ronnie Hawkins and Jack Elliott, of the Eastern seaboard of the United States with the Rolling
Thunder Revue and of the causes it was intended to support i.e. the plight of the Tuscarora Indians and the
case of the wrongly-imprisoned boxer,
'Hurricane' Carter. This is intercut with semi-improvised scenes
in which Dylan, his wife Sara and a number of musicians act out tableaux connected with the lyrics of the
songs, Dylan's own life and experiences associated with being 'on the road' and the rock movement of the
sixties and seventies.”
Which is a pretty workable summary so let’s go with that for now. Though I am unaware of anything actually
being from 1976?
The players in this film came mostly from Dylan’s immediate circle. Many have remained in that circle and
some have not. Dylan’s own involvement in film making took a long rest after this effort. So I thought we
would start by looking closer at as many of the characters in the film as we can. To see how they are doing
now, and what their relationship was to Dylan then and is to Dylan now.
But time marches ever on, so. My friends
We consider those relationships, next time.
Till Next Time
(1)

Film News.v10.n1/2.Jan/Feb 1980 p.14-15
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A SIMPLE DESULTORY PHILLIPIC
By Richard Lewis
Cast your mind back. How easy is it for you? I find that I can not recall years and years of what I did
in the 80s but can still remember, as clearly as when it happened, everything that happened in 1965.
Let us travel back to the spring of 1965.
I was in my first year of the 6th form and had just discovered books. Up until then my main reading
had been comics – Superman, Green Lantern and Flash. I had managed to pass my English
Literature ‘O’ Level without actually having read the texts. But that Summer (August 1964) I read
Kinsley Amis’ “Lucky Jim” and Iris Murdoch’s “Under The Net” and I was hooked. Early in my first
term at Woodhouse Grammar School in North Finchley I was banned from the Library for two weeks
for “laughing too loudly” at JD Salinger’s “The Catcher In The Rye”!
That same Autumn I went to see Long John Baldry and his Hoochie Coochie Men (featuring Rod
Stewart) and The Yardbirds (both at The Marquee), a Russian Dance troupe (Royal Albert Hall),
Georgie Fame and the Blue Flames (The Flamingo) and The Beatles Christmas Show (Hammersmith
Odeon). In the Spring of 1965 I saw Jesse Fuller (Ealing Town Hall), Art Blakey and Jimmy Guiffre
(Finsbury Park Astoria), Bill Evans (Prince of Wales), ‘Spider’ John Koerner (Cecil Sharp House)
and the Motown Revue including The Supremes, Martha and the Vandellas, Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles, and Stevie Wonder, Tom Paxton (Bunjies), The Who (Marquee) and Davy Graham and
Julie Felix (Cecil Sharp House). A great time!
That Easter I went on the CND March that ended with a rally in Trafalgar Square where performers
included Alex Campbell, Tom Paxton (The Willing Conscript), Joan Baez (The Times They Are A
Changin’, With God On Our Side), Donovan (Colours), Carolyn Hester (Playboys and Playgirls) and
Bob Davenport ( H-Bomb’s Thunder). It was around this time that I went into a record booth of a
shop in Bond Street and heard “Subterranean Homesick Blues” for the first time. As you can see
from the concerts I went to, I was not a dyed in the wool folkie and I loved what I heard. As I wasn’t
buying the shop only let me listen three times! Money was precious then and I was saving it for when
the album came out.
The next month, May, was the highlight of the year for me when on the 9th and 10th I saw Dylan at
the Royal Albert Hall. At around that time Paul Simon was in a London recording studio making
what became “The Paul Simon Song Book”, a solo album that was never released in the USA. In fact
he re-recorded many of the songs later that year with Tom Wilson for “Wednesday Morning 3am”
and early the next year with Bob Johnston for “The Sounds of Silence”. Included on the London
album was “A Simple Desultory Philippic” which as Simon acknowledged was “a take-off, a take-on,
a private joke”, a spoof in fact of Dylan complete with mock voice. It featured rhymes like “Union
Jack / Kerouac” and “Mick Jaggered / Silver Daggered” and after the phoney Dylan voice he sings
“its alright ma, its just something I learned over in England”.
All of the above came to mind as I read the chapter on “Subterranean Homesick Blues” in Andy
Muir’s new book “Troubadour”.
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What Was It You Wanted
By Jim Gillan

HELLO ALL! Sorry about not getting to you sooner, ‘tho you may yet regret that I got here at all.
I’m a month late. Which coincidentally is what she said many, many, many years ago. Shortly
afterwards we were showered by confetti (her Dad didn’t bother to take it out of the box)…Do I
detect from some of you a pregnant silence? Coincidentally a pregnant pause is – O bugger all that,
HELLO ALL some more! It’s a whole new opportunity for living, loving and laughing. Unless you
happen to be reading this, in which case furrowed brows might be the best of it. But with
Freewheelin’ going free, the awesome responsibility to addressing you, the teeming millions is
already creating a frisson that I fear requires a trip to the toilet. Only joking. Although there are
many who feel that the WWIYW column is mostly crap.
Now, a word or more of explanation. Call me any name you like and I’ll try and get a credit card out
in it. All I ask is that you have a LARGE sense of humour, ENORMOUS tolerance and a little
patience, as on the whole I haven’t a clue what will fall on to the page. Buried somewhere in the
mire will be something relating to Dylan, usually along the lines of ‘ignore opinion, avoid analysis,
watch out for anything purporting to be a ‘truth’. Be wary of theory; respect privacy, even for the
most public of figures. Let your own ears, eyes and instincts do the work for you. Buy a BIG brass
bed and abandon yourself to the love thing. It’s never dark when the light is on in your head’ etc etc.
I sometimes play with myself, which is always hugely enjoyable. I particularly like WHAT Was It
You Wanted; though What Was It YOU Wanted is also fun. My current favourite is however It
WAS What You Wanted. The perceptive amongst you (well, those that haven’t already switched the
PC off and hung themselves) will recognise the parallels with Bob’s art, where seemingly small
changes of arrangement, emphasis and mood can make for big differences. The cynical will regard it
as merely a ploy on my part to satisfy the Holy Spoke (a demanding taskmaster, if ever there was
one) with any old album filler, and the great majority will wonder why they haven’t bought a rope.
Hang about - ya still go to the shows dontcha?
I could try for ‘sensible’, but I fear that will cause my head to hurt. Anyway, when you look at what
passes for ‘normal’ on planet Earth, what does ‘sensible’ mean? Producing GM crops? Dropping
cluster bombs? Watching soaps? Listening to S Club 7? Paying attention to mothers and fathers
throughout the land? I rest my case. Along with my head. Though not on the block. Back later.

Later - well maybe only different. As a whole new font hints at. Them New Romans have had
their Times. Now there must be somewhere out of here… HA! A fresh thought…It’s a
privilege to have the opportunity to write for Freewheelin’. Not because of any standing that
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it might have (or did before I started to contribute) in the Dylan community, but simply
because free expression, however inane, is not something that everyone enjoys. Granted
many don’t want to, preferring to use their time in other ways. But there are many more who
cannot, simply because they are unable to do so. Jail ain’t the only prison. Illiteracy, poverty,
belief and illness locks in just as effectively, the more so as there aren’t always bars to saw
through. Ol’ Bob writes eloquently and sometimes directly about such things, but no matter
how often you listen to ‘em, no matter how well you know all the words, things don’t
necessarily change.
All of which means that for all the answers that might blow in the wind, direction is
everything. The good news is that although it’s not dark yet, it’s getting there. And who
knows what might happen when the baddies can’t see to take aim? There is nothing to fear
when the night comes falling, it’s what the new morning brings that is cause for concern.
Have a good day. And maybe help someone else have a good one to.
Damn! The Spoke wants more! OK…well, what if I write about… HOLD IT! The ‘I want more’
email went to everybody else, I got it by accident. Well TOO BAD Spoke, my wheel’s on fire.
Actually, that’s too close to the truth and is the reason that this offering is :a) Late
b) Even more demented than usual
What happened is the roof of the house caught fire, which is what results when stripping
paint with a hot-air gun causes the detritus of an old wasp’s nest (which I guess had
extended down into the box section of the dormer window frame) to catch fire. Factor in the
breeze and LOTS of nest wrapped around the roof beams and what ya have is something
burning, baby. I’m at the top of the house, but the buckets are in the basement. With a
soulful, bounding leap and my good gal by my side, we soon had high water everywhere. By
the time the Fire Brigade arrived, we had only a small insurance job to worry about. Which
our neighbours were pleased about.
What would ya have saved honey – assuming the dog would have legged it without waiting
for his lead? Can’t answer, she says. Couldn’t have reached you, out there on the roof.
What would you have saved? I don’t know either. Probably not Grace. I guess between us
we saved a home, not a house.

YEEEHA! I’m back in a parallel universe. So HELLO WORLDS! Ah! the joys of travelling freely
around them. But it’s not just lucky old me, everyone has a million and more worlds of their own to
explore, so why settle for only those that convention says you should? All the authorities, they just
stand around and boast, mostly about their latest take on it all. What do YOU want to do - listen for
yourself or settle for the weighty pronouncements of Michael Gray, Andrew Muir, John Gibbens,
Robin Whitting, Uncle Tom Cobbleigh? Only the last is real, the rest are constructs. Be warned!
Someone else’s answers, whether right, wrong, or whatever (this last is an enormous category) may
cost ya, especially if you buy the special limited edition hardback – always expensive but signed by
someone who claims to know what you don’t!!! You’re OK about that, are you?
Alright. This is all too much of nothing. Which is what Freewheelin’ costs. Though be warned!
Sometimes what appears to be for free comes at a price. In the days before the flood, only those with
disposable income or with incredible ‘hacking’ skills (which, you have to wonder, could surely be
more profitably put to use, for example by redistributing the accounts of the trans-nationals to aid
agencies) could access the wonders (or, in my case, blunders) of the Freewheelin’ site. Now
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EVERYONE can pass through the portals. Unless some collective consciousness kicks in (or we
haven’t supplied an email address), this raises the distinct possibility that some of you out there may
be moved to write in and others to reply. Assertion is followed by counter-assertion, query by
theory, fact by rebuttal, and too much curry by indigestion. Sometimes words are hard to swallow,
but are always easy to regurgitate. It’s pretty much the formula that the ‘zine ?JudaS! (which is the
name that it goes under over here) uses…Put on a CD! Better still, put on LOTS of them.
But it’s a broad church, so the Tarot can share a pew with the Bible; surrealism can banter with social
conscience; imagery can accommodate idolatry. Sometimes there ain’t much in the great collection
plate except proof positive that Dylan wrote ‘Catch the Wind’, but if ya can’t find a self-ordained
someone in a Church, where can you look? No, I don’t know what it means, at least not at the
moment. Maybe I need to buy a book.
Damn! Out of space. More apologies for missing last month, though in one sense I didn’t, as
WWIYW is always weakly. BOOM! BOOM!
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Isis - Part IV
1701 words on

The Western and Isis
By Patrick Webster

To continue: it is significant that even in songs which would purport to describe happily ensconced
marital relationships, even in songs that have generally been perceived as extolling the pleasures of
existence within a settled monogamous life with a wife and children, even here there is still a sense of
scepticism and doubt. For example, in ‘Sign on the Window’ (1970), Dylan ended the song with a
vision of supposed domestic bliss:
Build me a cabin in Utah,
Marry me a wife, catch rainbow trout,
Have a bunch of kids who call me ‘Pa’,
That must be what it’s all about
That must be what it’s all about.
There is a sense here of a male voice striving to convince itself of the concept it proposes. Whilst the
idea of making sense of the world by placing it within an arena of home, wife and children is one
obvious means of defining oneself as a man, there is nonetheless an element of self-imposed
coercion being utilised . We are told that this ‘must be what it’s all about’ and the fact that Dylan
feels the need to state this twice suggests he perhaps protests too much. As Michael Gray suggested,
the closure of the song is ‘made less positive by its being repeated, as if for self-reassurance’.
There are a wide range of theories to account for the masculine fear of engulfment in the female, and
the subsequent loss of the self. For example, Julia Kristeva has explored the masculine fear of the
abject nature of the female, and Nancy Chodorow’s work has identified how women’s universal
responsibility for mothering creates asymmetrical factors between the genders. However, it seems to
mein relation to the songs of Bob Dylan, that his texts offer s simple yet powerful means of evading a
sense of confronting the problematical discursive manoeuvres in constructing a gendered identity.
The concept of movement and the freedom to travel becomes a means of evading this engulfment
within the feminine; and to keep moving, to refrain from stopping, at least offers one way out of this
dichotomy.
There are, it must be admitted, isolated examples of songs in which Dylan places a male protagonist
out in the wilderness in the company of a woman. For example, in ‘John Wesley Harding’ (1968):

Twas down in Chaynee County
A time they talk about,
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With his lady by his side
He took a stand ...
One might also think of the singer and his companion, Magdalena, who travel together in ‘Romance
in Durango’(1976) and also the sister who is on the hoghweay with the steel driving crew in ‘Tough
Mama’ (1974). The one other exception that would seem to exist in Dylan’s canon is ‘Gypsy Lou’
(1963), a song in which the gender roles were completely reversed, a song about ‘a ramblin’ woman
with a ramblin’ mind’ who leaves a large number of masculine lovers behind her. However, these are
the exceptions that prove the rule, the wilderness in Dylan’s work is predominantly defined as the
place where males, usually heroic males, go to escape the domain of women.
In his book America in the Movies, Michael Wood speculated on the motives behind the male heroes
of Hollywood westerns in the 1940s and 1950s. This speculation may possibly illuminate the
question why so many male protagonists in Dylan’s work have an attraction for the road and such an
equivocal attitude towards women:
[T]he hero secretly fears women - women and the civilisation, compromise and settled life they
represent; he sees them as sources of corruption and betrayal, luring him away from independence
and a sure sense of himself, as well as from the more comforting company of men.
Wood goes on to argue that ‘women [are] a form of entanglement, a dark snare almost always
eclipsed by the glamour and loneliness of wandering.’
It would seem to me that such fears and desires also operate in Dylan’s work, and further illuminate
the argument that gender is a deliberately constructed discourse within the songs. One of the songs
that most reflects these fears and desires, is ‘Isis’, from the 1976 release, Desire. This was a song that
explored ideas of freedom and escape, a song that mixed the surreal and the allegorical, the mythic
and the real, in a sophisticated melange of gender politics – and a song I want to consider in some
detail.
As far as I can ascertain, the song has not commonly been seen as coming from the Western genre.
However, taking Michael Wood’s argument above, I would suggest one can read this as a song
dealing with ideas very much redolent of the Western, albeit a Western genre Dylan and Jacques
Levy revisit with what might be called a postmodern sense of parody and irony. And furthermore, if
the song is read within a Western genre, then the implications for the construction of masculinity
within it achieve a still greater level of interest.
Whilst the Western has seldom been seen as an important or typical theme within Dylan’s work - it
does, I would argue, deserve a certain degree of attention. One might initially consider the first words
Dylan givers the world, or at least the first words found in Lyrics. The opening lines to ‘Talkin’ New
York’ (1961), the first song in the collection, finds the narrator of the song:
Ramblin’ out of the wild west
Leavin’ the towns I loved the best
Thought I’d seen some ups and downs
‘Till I came into New York Town.
Thus Dylan, in a certain sense, appears to the world coming out of the wild west; in a geographical,
historical and cultural sense he appears to the world as if he was emerging from this genre. In
addition to this Dylan has written a significant range of songs set in total or in part within the
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Western genre, for example: ‘John Wesley Harding’ (1968), ‘Lily Rosemary and the Jack of Hearts’
(1975), ‘Romance in Durango’ (1976), ‘New Danville Girl’ (1985), the collection of songs from
Dylan’s soundtrack of Sam Peckinpah’s film, Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid, and a number of others.
The Western as a genre might be dismissed by some as a lightweight and escapist form of popular
culture. However, as Jane Tompkins argues in her book, West Of Everything: The Inner Life of
Westerns, there is nothing lightweight or escapist about the needs the Western answers, ‘the desires
they arouse of the vision of life they portray.’ Tompkins argues that the Western provides an
environment in which men can find a reality that might otherwise be lacking in their lives, that the
Western functions as:
‘... a symbol of freedom, and of the opportunities for conquest. It seems to offer escape from the
conditions of life in modern industrial society: from a mechanised existence, economic dead-ends,
social entanglements, unhappy personal relations, political injustice’

What is at stake is the sense of challenge, a method of getting away from the triviality of life into
something that at least seems to be real. The hunger that Westerns satisfy is a hunger not so much for
adventure but for meaning. In a general sense the Western is a genre in which something really is at
stake. Thus the genre is not an escape from reality but an attempt to get as close as possible to
something that is real. As Tompkins puts it, ‘In the Western nothing stands between the man and the
world,’ and of course, the use of the word ‘man’ in this quotation is relevant, insomuch as the
Western was and is almost universally about men. This is a point to bear in mind when discussing the
Western in relation to Dylan’s work.
It would seem to me, bearing the above in mind, that the Western provides an effective and cogent
metaphor for the representation of masculinity within the song I now want to discuss, ‘Isis’. One
might therefore suggest that one can see here at least a partial explanation for the way the men in
Dylan’s work generate gender performativity within a masculinity finding challenge and meaning
within such a specific genre.
To be continued: next month I hope to at last get on to the song, ‘Isis,’ itself.
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BACK IN THE FOLD
by
Chris Hockenhull
It was with a mixture of trepidation and excitement when John invited me back earlier this year to the
good ship Freewheelin’. It had been about three years since I’d stepped aside for various reasons so I
had lost touch on what direction Freewheelin' had taken if any and how the land lay in terms of what
was happening.
During that period I had maintained my decision to be very selective on what I acquired Bob-wise.
Of course I maintained an interest in him, but I had shifted away from collecting all those endless
tired performances that I had been stockpiling to only play once. My decision some years ago was to
find about six above average shows that could represent the year and be happy with that. Naturally
the need to keep up with the odd gems from the past as and when they appeared stayed the same, but
I can live without all those shows. But I was slowing down and moving onto other things musical.
The books still interest me and always will. So I keep up with them and, yes, like the others, I have
been daft enough to buy the same thing in different covers too if I can afford it so I still allow that
perverse habit to continue.
In the years I had gone away, Freewheelin' had done its public duty so I sort of missed out on that
era. But talking to John left me with a feeling that it hadn’t been plain sailing. A bit like my
involvement in Merseyside Dylan. I started that up in 1982 and had many happy years with it in
terms of some genuinely wonderful people who came through our door, some who became true
friends. But sadly things fell apart a few years ago. Following Dylan's visit to Liverpool in 1996, the
ranks of Merseyside Dylan swelled dramatically with not always nice results. A swarm of new
Johnny Come Latelies really had a marked effect to the point that whereas it had been a real warm
and together group socially, now there were different factions within the group that left me and some
others feeling that things were never going to be the same again. I had organised some memorable
events over the years for the group but by last year I had frankly had enough of the whole thing to the
point that I had not bothered to attend one monthly meeting since 2002. I probably never will again
either.
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So in some ways it is reassuring that Freewheelin' seems to have come through stormy seas too but
ended up still intact, albeit with a few new faces. Things from here look like they are stable. The
format of it seems almost identical, the covers, Mark’s cartoons, and reviews of the press, John
writing endless reams: it’s like I never left.
What I find interesting is that people seem more willing to share things about the other music they
listen to and that I find refreshing. We can get too bogged down in
the Dylan field and I see that Chris C. has referred to a decision he’s made to explore “more of the
other” which is healthy.
One thing I do notice is that no one makes any real reference to what others have written about or
said. It’s as if there is a wall of silence to comment on what we have presented to each other. Does
any one else feel the same or am I imagining it? What I should be doing here is commenting myself
but I will leave that to another time. But I will say that I have enjoyed some real good stuff you have
written, especially those of you who I have never met like Paula and Robert since I went away so I
gain a picture of what you strangers are like from what you have contributed. And I always enjoy
reading C.P.’s stuff. (If you’re ever across in Liverpool again give me a call. I know from the
previous times we’ve met that you like a pint too!).
So what I am saying is that it is reassuring that some things haven’t radically changed and it’s nice to
find that sometimes. I’ve enjoyed reading all your contributions. Likewise I hope that you’ve found
something of interest from what I have done too. And long may it continue.
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LIKE JUDAS KISSING FLOWERS
by Robert Forryan
Self Evident
Wembley 1997 was not a good experience for me. I know some people thought it was excellent so
maybe I was unlucky with my situation because I could hardly hear Dylan’s vocals at all as they were
drowned in a frenzy of guitar sound. But at least I discovered Ani Difranco. She was the warm-up act
and I’d never heard of her. Like most people, I guess, I wasn’t particularly interested in anyone
except Dylan, so it says a lot for her talent that, within a couple of songs, she had me hooked. And
with her minimalist two-piece band the acoustics were fine and I could hear every word. I was
entranced by the music and by her persona – New York tough folk-punk feminist is how it seemed. I
loved the sharp and sassy way she dealt with the boorish (male) Dylan-fan hecklers who weren’t
prepared to open their minds just for once. But the female cheers suggested that she had a fan base –
that people were here not for Dylan but for Difranco.
Elaine and I both loved her and now her CDs are among the more regularly played ones in our
collection. I also now know that Ani has a sizeable following both here and in the States and that she
has achieved that following by talent alone; without the support of big label record companies, fancy
agents and media-hype. When she had been on the road long enough to feel able to cut a record Ani
formed her own record label (‘Righteous Babe’) so she didn’t have to sell out to anyone, and that is
still the outlet for her records. She is as far from a ‘manufactured’ star as it is possible to get – all of
which fits with her radical, anti-business, anti-globalisation, anti-conservative politics. She is, in fact,
one of the more political musicians at work in the 21st century. You might say she carries the mantle
of Woody Guthrie. She certainly seems more committed in her political beliefs than Bob Dylan ever
has, which might put you off, of course.
Actually, there is something of the beat poet about her performances; almost a descendant of Jack
Kerouac. Her latest albums seem to be aspiring to a more jazzy style of musical backing which fits
with the ‘beat’ ambience. If Ani has a weakness it is, for me, one that she shares with Joni Mitchell
and that is a lack of memorable melodies in many of her compositions, though when I said that to
Elaine she disagreed, so maybe it’s just me. Certainly there are songs with strong tunes, such as
‘Everest’ and the song selected by Nick Hornby for his book on 31 songs: ‘You Had Time’. A song
which tends to define Ani’s character (rather than her looks, which are fine by me) is ‘Not A Pretty
Girl’, which is a sort of tough version of Janis Ian’s ‘At Seventeen’:
I am not a pretty girl
That is not what I do
I ain’t no damsel in distress
And I don’t need to be rescued
So put me down punk
Wouldn’t you prefer a maiden fair?
Isn’t there a kitten
Stuck up a tree somewhere?
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Last year Ani released a double live album ‘So Much Shouting, So Much Laughter’. It contains a
track ‘Self Evident’ which is her response to September 11th and addresses that event in both personal
and political terms. I have tried to transcribe the words for you because if you don’t know this track
you ought to have a chance to read the lyrics. They are not sung but spoken in a Kerouac-like stream
of consciousness style and, about halfway through, a lovely saxophone kicks in to expand and
augment the jazz/beat feel of it all. Oh, and if you think the opening is a tad pretentious, stick with it.
It gets tougher.
SELF EVIDENT
Us people are just poems
We are ninety per cent metaphor
With a meanness of meaning approaching hyperdistillation
And once upon a time we were moonshine
Rushing down the throat of a giraffe
Yes, rushing down the long hall despite what the PA announcement says
Yes, rushing down the long hall down the long stairs
In a building so tall that it will always be there
Part of a pair, there
On the bow of Noah’s Ark
The most prestigious couple just kicking back parked
Against a perfectly blue sky
On a morning beatific in its indian summer breeze
On the day that America fell to its knees
After strutting around for a century without saying ‘thank you’
Or ‘please’.
And the shock was so sonic and the smoke was deafening
Between the set-up and the punchline
‘Cos we were all on time for work that day
We all boarded that plane for to fly
And then while the fires were raging we all climbed up on the windowsill
And then we all held hands and jumped into the sky.
And everybody looked up when they heard the first blast
And every dumb action movie was summarily surpassed
And the exodus uptown by foot and motor car
Looked more like war than anything I’ve seen so far
So far… so far… so far…
So fierce and ingenious, a poetic spectre so far gone
That every jackass newscaster was struck dumb and stumbling
Over ‘oh my god’ and ‘this is unbelievable’ and on and on
And I’ll tell you what… while we’re at it…
You can keep the Pentagon, you can keep the propaganda
You can keep each and every TV that’s been tryin’ to convince me
To participate in some prep school punk’s plan
To perpetuate retribution… perpetuate retribution.
Even as the blue toxic smoke of our lesson in retribution
Is still hanging in the air
And there’s ash on our shoes and there’s ash in our hair
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And there’s a fine silt on every mantel
From Hell’s Kitchen to Brooklyn
And the streets are full of stories of twists and near-misses
And soon every open bar is crammed to the rafters
With tales of narrowly-averted disasters
And the whisky’s flowing like never before
And all over the country folks just shake their heads and pour
So here’s a toast to all the folks that live
In Palestine, Afghanistan, Iraq, El Salvador
Here’s a toast to all the folks living
On the Pine Ridge Reservation under the stone cold gaze of Mount Rushmore
Here’s a toast to all those nurses and doctors
Who daily provide women with a choice
Who stand down a threat the size of Oklahoma City
Just to listen to a young woman’s voice
Here’s a toast to all those folks on death row right now
Awaiting the executioner’s guillotine
Who are shackled there with dread
And can only escape into their heads
And can only find peace in the form of a dream
Peace in the form of a dream
Peace in the form of a dream
‘Cos take away our play stations
And we are a third world nation
Under the thumb of some blue blood royal son
Who stole the Oval Office in that phoney election
I mean… it don’t take a weatherman
To look around and see the weather
Jud said he’d deliver Florida folks
And boy…
Did he ever
And we hold these truths to be self-evident
Number one: George W Bush is not president
Number two: America is not a true democracy and
Number three: The media is not fooling me
‘Cos I’m a poem heating hyperdistillation
And I’ve got no room for a lie so verbose
Yes I’m looking out over my whole human family
And I’m raising my glass in a toast
Here’s to our last drink of fossil fuel
And may we vow to get off of this soft…
Shoo away the swarms of commuter planes
Find that train ticket we lost
‘Cos once upon a time the line followed the river
And peeked into all the back yards
And the laundry was waving and the graffiti
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Was teasing us from brick walls and bridges
We were rolling over ridges
Through valleys under stars
I dream of touring like Duke Ellington
In my own railroad car
I dream of waiting on the tall blond wooden benches
In a Greyhound station that glow with grace
And then standing out on the platform
And feeling the air, the air, the air on my face
Give back the night its distant whistle
Give the darkness back its soul
Give the big oil companies the finger finally
And re-learn how to rock’n’roll
Yes, the lessons are all around us
And the truth is waiting there
It’s time to pick through the rubble
Clean the streets and clear the air
Get our government to pull its big dick
Out of the sand of someone else’s desert
And put it back in its pants
Put the hypocritical chants
Of ‘Freedom forever’…
‘Cos when one lone phone rang
In 2001 at ten after nine on Nine One One
Which is the number we all called
When that lone phone rang right off the wall
Right off our deskl
And down the hall
Down the long stairs in a building so tall
That the whole world turned just to watch it fall
And while we’re at it remember the first time around?
The bomb, the rioter truck, the parking garage
The princess who didn’t even feel the pea
Remember joking around in our apartment on Avenue D
‘Can you imagine how many paper cups
Would have to change their design
Following a fantastic reversal of the New York skyline?’
It was a joke…
…at the time.
And that was just a few years ago
So let the records show
That the FBI was all over that case
That the plot was obvious and in everybody’s face
And scoping that scene religiously
The CIA, or is it KGB
Committing countless crimes against humanity
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With this kind of eventuality
As its excuse for abuse.
After expensive abuse they didn’t have a clue
‘Look’ – another window to see through
Way up here on the 104th floor
Another key, another door,
10% literal, 90% metaphor
Three thousand some poems disguised as people
On an almost too perfect day
Must be more than poems in some ass-holes passion play.
So now it’s your job and it’s my job
To make it that way
To make sure they didn’t die in vain
Sshh… baby listen… hear the train.

- Ani Difranco.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
By J.R.Stokes

Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)

Part 21 Louise & Johanna. Damned Women?

The story goes that the day after the French Impressionist painter Pierre-Auguste Renoir completed
his masterpiece ‘Le Mouline de la Galette’ in the summer of 1876, he went back to have a look at the
painting and realised that something was missing. He hurriedly retrieved his brushes and painted in
the face of a man with a top hat and a pipe. There was no particular reason why this man should
appear in the painting, the work would have been perfectly fine without him, but Auguste considered
it necessary for this final image to be included before he could be satisfied that the job was truly
done.
If you are familiar with the painting, you will know that I am talking about the guy who stares
straight out at you from the right hand side of the work; the somewhat haunting face behind the good
looking Frenchman in the straw boater. If you are not familiar with the panting, you can view it by
visiting the Renoir virtual museum at www.expo-renoir.com and clicking on the second version of
the work. Your eye isn’t immediately drawn to our friend in the top hat with the pipe, in fact he really
doesn’t need to be in the picture at all but, for whatever reason, Renoir couldn’t live without him and
so he painted him in.
That’s exactly how I feel about the next character who is going to be painted in to my pictorial study
of Dylan’s ‘Visions of Johanna’: I am not totally sure why he is there but his name has cropped up,
not only in relation to ‘Visions of Johanna’, but also in respect of Dylan’s work generally as I will
disclose later. Although he may be an indistinct character in my study of the classic Dylan song, his
importance in the genre of his own art, i.e. that of poetry, is manifest. Indeed he is considered to be
one of the great poets of the nineteenth century and the forerunner of symbolism, the literary
movement that swept though France in the second half of that century. Of course, in keeping with the
constant theme of my view of ‘Visions of Johanna’ , he just had to be French, so let me sketch him
straight away on to my canvass by announcing.

5. Enter Charles Baudelaire
One of the things that first nudged me towards Baudelaire in the context of ‘Visions of Johanna’ was
this aspect of the power of ‘the she’ that I have previously written about when relating Dylan’s song
to the legend of Joan of Arc (139). In my previous article in this series I concentrated on the use of
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the image of the Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa by Dylan in the fourth verse of the song and I
quoted extracts from the book that was published to mark the 500th anniversary of the year when the
world’s most famous painting was completed. (140) The author of that book, Donald Sassoon, drew
the attention of his readers to the situation that Baudelaire had written about the Mona Lisa in one of
his poems but before quoting a verse from that particular poem, Sasson provided some background
information about Baudelaire:
‘Baudelaire’s representation of women was a mixture of mysogynist sadism, envy of their alleged
power, abject humility before their redemptive capacity, and submissiveness mixed with idolatry. As
he wrote in 1856, his ideal of ‘Beauty’ was:
‘a seductive and beautiful head, a woman’s head, a head
which can make one dream of lust and sorrow, involving
the sensation of melancholia, weariness and even of satiety,
with its opposite: vigour, and the desire to live’
In the poem ‘l Idéal’ he rejected
Those figurine beauties, spoiled products of a lethargic century..
Let Gavarni, poet of anaemic woman, keep his grazing
flock of hospital belles……What I need for my heart, deep
as an abyss, is you, Lady Macbeth, soul devoted to crime’. (141)
Sassoon then brings into focus the combination of Baudelaire and the Mona Lisa before setting down
the verse of the poem under consideration. But first, some more about the French symbolist poet:
‘The theme of self-abasement is carried out consistently throughout his (collection of poems) Les
Fleurs du mal . In the sexually impotent Baudelaire, the devouring femme fatal found a poet of
astonishing power. His poem ‘The Beacons’ ( from Les Fleurs du mal collection), dedicated to great
painters of the past, hints at the Mona Lisa. In the passage on Leonardo, Baudelaire describes a
sweet and yet mysterious smile against a strange landscape:

Leonardo da Vinci, deep and sombre mirror,
Where charming angels, whose sweet smile
Is suffused with mystery, appear in the shade
Of glaciers and pines enveloping their domain.’ (142)
There is a connection here between Dylan’s ‘Visions of Johanna’ and Baudelaire’s The Beacons and
that connection is in the smile of the Mona Lisa, although that’s about as far as it goes because Dylan
describes the Mona Lisa as having the ‘highway blues’, because of the way she smiles whereas
Baudelaire considers that she has a ‘sweet smile’. Nevertheless, whatever way you want to see it,
both poets are concerned with the very same smile.
It is however another line from ‘Visions of Johanna’ that concerned the writer and critic John
Herdman who also puts Dylan in the frame with Baudelaire. In his book ‘Voice Without Restraint.
Bob Dylan’s Lyrics and Their Background’ Herdman considered the line:
‘The ghost of ‘lectricity howls in the bones of her face’
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and observed:
‘So though protected he is not satisfied, and with that extraordinary metaphor of the fifth line, which
so finely exemplifies Baudelaire’s theory of ‘correspondances’ and might well have been envied by
the Rimbaud of the sonnet ‘Voyelles’, we explicitly learn why: even as he lies in the arms of Louise
his thought are with his former lover.’(143)
Interestingly, Baudelaire’s poem ‘Correspondances’ comes from the same collection of his poetry,
namely Les Fleurs du mal (The Flowers of Evil) that featured ‘The Beacons’ which, as we have seen,
referred to Mona Lisa’s smile. The full English translation of ‘Correspondances’ (translated as
‘Universal Analogies’) goes as follows:
‘The colonnades of Nature’s temple live
And babble on in tongues half - understood;
Man wanders lost in symbols while the wood,
With knowing eyes, keeps watch on every move.
Like echoes from infinity drawn out
Into dappled unison of light,
Beyond the dawn of day or dead of night,
All scents, all sounds and colours correlate.
Some fragrances resemble infant skin
Sweeter than woodwinds, green as meadow grass –
Others expand to fill the space they’re in,
Endlessly rich, corrupt, imperious;
Amber and musk, incense and benjamin
In sense and spirit raptures sing as one.’ (144)

It will be noted that, in the second verse of his poem Baudelaire uses the imagery of ‘echoes from
infinity’ to make his poetical point. In ‘Visions of Johanna’ Dylan adopts similar imagery:
‘Inside the museums Infinity goes upon trial
Voices echo this is what salvation must be like after a while’.
Again the echoes are different: with Dylan it is voices, with Baudelaire the echoes relate to ‘all
scents, all sounds and colours’. This is however, as the poem suggests, what Baudelaire’s
‘corespondances’ are all about: the unity of the senses: the correspondences between smells, colours
and sounds in the expression of different moods or feelings. And herein lies another oblique
conjunction between Baudelaire’s idea of ‘correspondances’ and the fourth verse of ‘Visions of
Johanna’. It is in those lines:
‘See the primitive wallflower freeze
When the jelly faced women all sneeze’
In this context there is a connection between the colourful image of the wallflower
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( or a decorative image if it was a flowered ‘frieze’) and all the women, who have smelled the flower
which causes them to sneeze: a word which indicates a reaction to something being smelled and the
sound of so doing. Am I making myself clear? No, I didn’t think so!
It is little wonder really that the ideas of Baudelaire have worked themselves some where into the art
of Bob Dylan. In the early 60’s, when Dylan was absorbing influences faster than a Kleenex soaks up
a nose bleed, Baudelaire was one of the poets with whom Dylan became interested, as Clinton Heylin
records:
‘With Suze’s encouragement, and the gentle prodding of the Van Ronks’, both veracious readers,
Dylan was starting to expand his intellectual frontiers. While in Britain at the beginning of the year
(1963) he had begun to read Robert Graves ‘historical grammar of poetic myth’, The White Goddess
in which Graves categorically asserted that ‘the function of poetry is religious invocation of the
Muse’. He also began to immerse himself in the French symbolists – Rimbaud, Baudelaire, and
Verlain.’ (145)
It was an interest that remained with Dylan through the 60’s and into the 80’s it seems. When writing
about the song ‘I & I’ from Dylan’s 1983 album ‘Infidels’, Neil Corcoran likens the following verse
from that song to another poem by Baudelaire:
‘Noontime , and I’m still pushin, myself along the road,
the darkest part
Into the narrow lanes, I can’t stumble or stay put.
Someone else is speaking with my mouth, but
I’m listening only to my heart
I’ve made shoes for everyone, even you,
while I still go barefoot.’
The likened poem by Baudelaire is another from his Les Fleurs du mal collection and Corcoran has
this to say about the similarities of the works:
‘The address to the listener in the final line is a kind of Baudelairean gesture, as when ‘Au Lecteure’,
the poem which opens Les Fleurs du mal – to which Dylan alludes in Every Grain of Sand’ addresses the reader as ‘- Hypocrite lecteur’- mon semblable, - mon frère!’ – a line which T.S. Eliot
famously appropriates for The Waste Land’.
(146)
I may be accused of painting by numbers here, but the song ‘I & I’ sits next to ‘Don’t Fall Apart On
Me Tonight’ on the album ‘Infidels’ and of course the latter song has that line:
‘Buts its like I’m stuck inside a painting
That’s hanging in the Louvre’
So we are back to the Mona Lisa and, consequently to ‘Visions of Johanna’. But are we back to the
mainstay of my interpretation of the song, namely the legend of Joan of Arc? Well indeed we are and
once again the connection is in the theme of ambiguity of gender that is not only my obsession within
the context of Dylan’s classic song: it was also an obsession with Baudelaire, in particular in his
collection of poems Les Fleurs du mal.
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I am aware that it is almost forbidden to discuss biographical details when studying art but just a
glimpse of Baudelaire the man may help in understanding one particular view he expressed in his
work and also could provide a link between certain of his poems and Dylan’s ‘Visions of Johanna’.
The fact is that Baudelaire was dominated by two women in his life, namely his mother Caroline and
his mistress Jeanne Duval. Baudelair’s father died when the poet was only 6 years old and for a
period of time Baudelaire and his mother lived alone together on the outskirts of Paris. When he
wrote to his mother, later in life, Baudelaire referred to this period of absolute bonding thus: “I was
forever alive in you; you were solely and completely mine”. (147) Baudelaire’s mother subsequently
remarried which obviously caused great intrusion into the maternal relationship but thereafter the
affections towards his mother were replaced with a subservient affair with his mistress who was to
dominate his life for some 20 years.
Perhaps it was as a result of this matter of female domination that, in some of his work, Baudelaire
disclosed a world that was totally female and where men just dare not enter in; a world of same sex
liaisons with women taking the role usually performed by men. Now this brings me back, as I have
said, to one of the broadest strokes on my canvass, namely ambiguity of gender, but if you think that
I am obsessed with that very idea then, comparing my obsession to Baudelaire’s is liking comparing
a spot of blood from a thorn in the thumb to a haemorrhage from the severance of a limb! But, as the
song goes: only women bleed.
The collection of poetry where Baudelaire disclosed this all - female world is again Les Fleurs du
mal,; a collection which attracted some notoriety because of its often erotic and dark nature. So, if
you happen to be squeamish about such things, perhaps now is the time to avert your eyes………
I am so glad that you all decided to stay with me! The first poem under consideration here is ‘Lesbos’
and this extract illustrates the kind paradise that Baudelaire considered could be found in same sex
affairs under a Greek sun:
‘Lesbos! Where kisses recklessly cascade
Headlong down to bottomless abysses,
Tempestuous, intense and unafraid,
Sobbing, probing, tingling, fitful kisses
Of Lesbos where they recklessly cascade!
Bare breasts are drawn to one another here
Where every sigh is taken for a sign;
The stars that favoured Paphos draw near,
And Venus well may envy Sappho’s shrine!
Bare breasts seem drawn to one another here,
Lesbos of sultry night and sweet caress,
Where sheep-eyed maidens try their maidenheads,
Voluptuous, before the looking glass,
And taste their own ripe fruit in sterile beds,
Lesbos of sultry night and sweet caress…

The poem actually goes on for another eleven verses in which the sun gets increasingly hotter but I
want to turn my attention to the next poem in the series which Baudelaire called ‘Damned Women’
with the subtitle ‘Delphine and Hippolyta’. It is the tale of two female lovers and you will note from
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the penultimate verse of this extract just how men are likened to mere brutal beings. You may also
recognise a familiar image in the second verse which reminds me of the closing verse of Dylan’s
‘Mozambique’ from the ‘Desire’ album. As an aside, perhaps if I set down the entirety of
‘Mozambique’ and bring it into line with Baudelaire’s visions of what goes on in places where the
skies are aqua blue, you may never think the same about this song again:
I like to spend some time in Mozambique
The sunny sky is aqua blue
And all the couples dancing cheek to cheek.
It's very nice to stay a week or two.
There's lots of pretty girls in Mozambique
And plenty time for good romance
And everybody likes to stop and speak
To give the special one you seek a chance
Or maybe say hello with just a glance.
Lying next to her by the ocean
Reaching out and touching her hand,
Whispering your secret emotion
Magic in a magical land.
And when it's time for leaving Mozambique,
To say goodbye to sand and sea,
You turn around to take a final peek
And you see why it's so unique to be
Among the lovely people living free
Upon the beach of sunny Mozambique.
But I digress. That is Dylan’s ‘Mozambique’. This is Baudelaire’s ‘Damned Women. (Delphine and
Hippolyta)’:
Half-hidden in the dying light’s caress
Amid deep cushions steeped in musky scents,
Hippolyta relived the crucial kiss
That tore the veil from blissful ignorance.
As travellers will turn for one last glance
To blue horizons crossed at break of day,
Wild-eyed, she sought her own lost innocence,
A paradise of pure naiveté.
The shattered look, the violated air,
Defeated arms and dull docility,
Although they served to emphasize despair,
Enhanced her beautiful fragility.
A lioness will rest beside her prey,
Once she has mauled and marked it as her own;
Contented, calm and patient, Delphine lay
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Quietly appraising her companion.
She hoped to find in this pale victims eyes
The little silent songs that pleasure sings,
And gratitude, that in the form of sighs
Can overflow the hearts own hidden springs.
Grown bolder now, she kneels before the girl
Voluptuously savouring her prize,
And moving ever closer, she appeals
For sweet rewards, unspoken words of praise.
‘Hippolyta, my dear you realize
By now that cruel winds must never be
Allowed to touch your sacrificial flowers –
To do so would defile them, shamefully.
My kisses are as gentle as the wings
Of May flies glancing off a crystal lake;
Rough lovers scarify you with their toungues
- A plowshare leaves a furrow in its wake –
Men trample on your body, brutally,
As if you, too, were but an animal…..
Hippolyta, dear sister look at me!
My soul, my heart, my equal and my all,
Let me, through your eyess, see heaven unveiled!
Come heal me with your gaze and be my friend –
So, what is all the point of all this erotica? Where is it leading and what colour, if any, does it add to
my pictorial interpretation of ‘Visions of Johanna’? Well it brings me to an exploration of a very
important relationship in the song: the relationship between Louise and Johanna. Louise is described
as being ‘delicate’ – perhaps fragile like a flower – and in true Baudelairian style, she seems to
demean the capabilities of men by ALWAYS declaring:
‘You can’t look at much, can ya man?
Whereas ‘man’ can’t see much at all, Louise can see double for she ‘seems like the mirror’. On the
other hand, she could be a mirror image of Johanna perhaps: the pair seen together, inseparable;
entwined as in:
‘Just Louise and her lover so entwined’
And what I am saying here, using my own true Baudelairian style, is that Louise and Johanna are
lovers. And the colour is blonde on blonde.
There is another poem in Baudelaire’s collection Les Fleurs du mal and this poem stirs in me
something of the sense of the images of Visions of Johanna’. It starts in a room where the heat pipes
are perhaps coughing, it speaks of a farewell kiss and it concludes with the situation that visions are
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all that remain. It is a very dark and erotic poem involving the death of a young girl. In the following
extract, Baudelaire first sets the scene:
Amid the luxuries, the plush divans,
Crystal and bibelots,
Statues and tapestries and perfumed gowns
Fallen in lavish folds
In the dark room, a motionless hothouse
Whose leaden atmospere
Has fetid flowers trapped in their cut glass
Coffins gasping for air.
He then sees the body:
The corpse, reduced to pure licentiousness,
Has no decorum left:
All nature’s eloquent and naked grace
Has proved a fatal gift.
But judging from the subtle curvature,
The writhing elegance
Of hip and thigh - as if a serpent were
Aroused and made to dance
She’s just a girl! – What lust could tantalize
The boredom in her soul
To recklessness, while such enormities
As this held her in thrall?
He ponders her death and speaks of the farewell kiss:
And the insatiable inquisitor
Much loved, despite his wrath –
Was this the ultimate iniquity,
Deflowering your death?
Or did he then, with his lips to your teeth
And your hair in his fist,
Bid you farewell with a cold-blooded oath
And a passionate kiss?
And concludes:
-

Far from the ravening courts, and the crowds,
And the scurrilous world,
Stunning enigma, sleep peacefully now,
Hermetically sealed.
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He roams the earth, and your immortal form
Lies with him where he lies –
The constant bride beside her faithful groom,
To the end of his days.

So merely the visions of this ‘stunning enigma’ are all that remain. And the name Baudelaire’s poem
: ‘A Martyr’. Which returns me to the centre piece of my canvass and to one of the most famous
martyrs that ever lived: Joan of Arc. Martyred for her visions and her ambiguity of gender.
In the penultimate article in this continuing saga I want to move forward 100 years from the time that
Baudelaire wrote Les Fleurs du mal and mention the work of two poets from our own age,
contemporaries of Dylan, who have something to say about Joan of Arc. The standout word in that
last sentence has to be ‘penultimate’ as I am sure you will agree!
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